The PULSCO LEGACY

For over 90 years, PULSCO has developed custom engineered solutions to provide surge control, pulsation control, and industrial noise control to a growing and diverse group of industries. With the capability to design and supply complete systems, PULSCO is your trusted source for specifications, systems and drawings designed to meet specific performance requirement for fluid, steam or gas and environment. PULSCO also provides Professional Surge Analysis/Consultancy and Field Commissioning.

PULSCO’s team of experienced engineers is dedicated to protecting your capital assets. Key design goals for our ‘engineered’ systems include delivering a robust solution featuring best-in-class performance, little-to-no maintenance, a long life cycle, on-time and within budget. From Aerospace/Defense, Process Management, Municipal water/wastewater and Hydrocarbons, PULSCO has the technology, personnel and standards to exceed expectations.